BLT Minutes from 11/14/2017

Attending: Alex, Brie, Deron, Rob, Rasheena, Katie, Sabrina, Meghan

Approved minutes from 10/3.

Discussed CSIP Goals:

- Goal 1: Gap closing; turning dependent learners into independent learners
- Goal 2: Work to fix the school to be supportive of all learners
- Goal 3: Climate Goal = Respect; The survey results for this question dropped to 34%

Ideas for these goals:

- REAL Awards for Respect for the whole school: acknowledge respectful behavior (at assemblies) for individuals in the school
- Create a video about respect
- Consolidate what respect is at our school (define what respect is)
- Referrals happen most when coming from the playground and other transitions
- Class Meetings with 3-5th grade about respect and getting their ideas
- Parent survey: We need more PR; make sure parents understand relevancy

HCC Name Change; Assembly around the name change—introducing to students

Was a unanimous vote to approve the name change.